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AccountMate Synergy Conference February 2005
ACCU-DART was exhibited at the AccountMate Conference in
San Rafael, California February 6-9, 2005. The conference was
a wonderful opportunity to connect with other Business Partners
and learn about other available Vertical Solutions. As always, the
management and staff at AccountMate impressed us and we are
looking foward to a long and happy relationship shared between
AccountMate and ACCU-DART.
ACCU-DART was the recipient of AccountMate’s 2005 Vertical
Solution Partner Outstanding Partnering Award.”The Outstanding
Partering Award is more than just sales of a vertical product that
has helped to sell AccountMate Software. It is a working relationship with AccountMate that adds value across the organization and
the Business Partner channel.” It was an honor to be recognized
for ACCU-DART’s achievements.

Best Software Insights 2005 - May 2005
We are very excited to be exhibiting ACCU-DART at the Best
Software Conference and Trade Show in Dallas, Texas from May
17 - May 19, 2005. Visitors can stop by our booth #2213 to see
a demo of ACCU-DART, pick up feature sheets, or read a case
study. Come and see how ACCU-DART can revolutionize your
client’s business.
ACCU-DART automates most of the daily warehouse functions.
Warehouse staff use radio frequency terminals to immediately
update the accounting system. Data is validated to ensure the right
goods are being handled in the right quantities for all operations.
ACCU-DART is designed to fully integrate with your existing accoutning and inventory system. The seamless, real-time updating
of your accounting and inventory data ensures that data integrity is
maintatined and your data is accurate at all times.

ACCU-DART Resellers make Accounting
Technology’s VAR 100

Take this opportunity to see ACCU-DART in action and to discuss
how ACCU-DART can help you help your customers. ACCU-DART
is easy to implement and easy on the budget.

Congratulations to ACCU-DART Resellers Net@Work, Mibar Computer Services, and Harwood Consulting for ranking in Accounting
Technology’s VAR 100 for 2005. Accounting Technology ranks the
top selling accounting resellers of the year to recognize outstanding sales in the accounting software industry. For the complete
article, please read:

Preview of the Next Release

http://www.webcpa.com/article.cfm?articleid=11740&pg=acctech

What is going to be new with ACCU-DART? The next release will
be multi-lingual, with the ability to specify the preferred language
by R/F user. The Deskstop version will not only support multi-lingual, it will allow for playing .wav files at each prompt. Stay tuned
for more exciting news from ACCU-DART!

Announcing a Proud Addition to the
ACCPAC Family!

The ACCPAC family just got a little bigger - and better. Executive
Concepts is pleased to announce the upcoming release of ACCUDART for ACCPAC Advantage Series© (AAS). At the annual Best
Software Conference, Insights 2005, we will be demonstrating the
newest addition to the ACCU-DART family at the beautiful Gaylord Texan Resort in Grapevine, Texas, from May 17-20, 2005,
Booth 2213
Working together on a radio frequency/bar code system, ACCUDART for ACCPAC Advantage Series© ties together everything
from receiving purchase orders and transferring stock to physical
counts and shipping, billing, and restocking.
Already available for the ACCPAC Pro Series© line of applications and warehouse functions, ACCU-DART for ACCPAC
Advantage Series© will provide AAS dealers and consultants
new opportunities to help emerging and mid-market businesses
optimize for their warehouse productivity and meet their logistical
challenges today and in the future.
ACCPAC Pro Series© and ACCPAC Advantage Series© dealers and consultants - stop by our booth 2213 at Best Software’s
Insights 2005 and let us demonstrate the power, ease of use, and
flexibility of the wireless radio ACCU-DART solution to you. We’ll
see you at Insights 2005 in Texas in May!

Featured Function:
Master Bin Replenishment
Master Bin Replenishment is an extremely
valuable function for optimizing warehouse
operations. ACCU-DART determines which
bins in the warehouse need to be restocked
and in order to maximize pick and ship efficiencies. It can be a
time consuming and disruptive to have to search for goods in
the warehouse in the middle of a shipment. ACCU-DART helps

ensure that you will have the right stock available exactly where
and when you need it.
Master Bin Replenishment makes use of AccountMate’s primary
bin feature, in which users can identify the main bin for picking
and shipping goods, as well as stock bins. Users sets the refill
point and refill quantity. Based on these fields and the current
inventory position, ACCU-DART knows when goods are below
the minimum stock level. ACCU-DART will simply indicate on
handheld device what needs to be restocked from where.
For maximum benefit, Master Bin Replenishment would become
a regular function in your warehouse to ensure that sufficient
stock is available for the operations. The realtime nature of
ACCU-DART ensures that it is providing accurate replenishment
data all day. One or more warehouse staff can easily check to see
if anything needs to be replenished.
Please contact us for more information about Master Bin Replenishment for ACCU-DART for AccountMate.

Joke of the Month
A programmer has been missing from work over a week when
finally someone noticed and called the cops. They went ‘round his
house and broke the door down. They found him dead in the still
running shower with an empty bottle of shampoo next to his body.
Apparently he’d been washing his hair.
The instructions on the bottle said:
Wet Hair
Apply Shampoo
Wait 2 minutes
Rinse
Repeat

